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Abstract: Introduction: Information and communication technology has provided new opportunities for countries' health care systems. Improving the outcome of health treatments in different groups of disabled and disabled patients is one of the benefits of using this tool. Virtual reality has emerged as a powerful backup tool in the field of rehabilitation of the disabled in life and treatment. The purpose of this study is to review the published research on the application of virtual reality in the rehabilitation of the disabled.

Method: In order to conduct a review research, PubMed, Scopus database was searched with the keywords “virtual reality, virtual reality and disability, virtual reality and electronic health” and its equivalent. The documents retrieved from the search were sent to Endnote software and evaluated according to the set criteria. Results: 70 articles that met the inclusion criteria constituted the research sample. The results showed a significant effect of using virtual reality in the rehabilitation of the disabled and improving patient care in the health system of countries. Conclusion: Virtual reality can be used in the health system for the rehabilitation of the disabled due to the effectiveness of routine methods of medical rehabilitation interventions. According to the results of the study, the use of virtual reality in mobile health, especially in educating patients and the disabled to self-care and reduce fear and anxiety, will be very effective.
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1. Introduction

Disability refers to the inability to perform all or part of the activities of individual or social life due to a congenital or acquired defect in physical or mental strength [1, 2].

Nowadays society is facing a process where life expectancy is gradually but constantly increasing. As a result, the group of elderly people is growing to become one of the most significant in the entire population. This also means that the prevalence of physical and cognitive impairments is increasing in proportion. In this context, providing the elderly and people with disabilities (E&D) with accessible systems and services that could improve their level of independence and thus enhance their quality of life has become a must for ICT – Information and Communication Technologies – developers such as usability engineers and interaction designers [3].

The World Health Organization points out that a person with a disability is not only a person with a physical problem, but also any person in a social relationship.

According to the organization, the global increase in chronic health problems such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, stroke, cancer and mental disorders are reasons for the increase the number of people with disabilities in the world (Chronic diseases are considered as disabilities) [4, 5].

According to UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) decisions, the agenda of the 2030 program will Reduce disability (2030 program is a global road map strategically with a clear framework to reduce the risk of natural disasters, the vital importance of capacity, skills and human knowledge to adapt and meet the challenges and opportunities. The present and the future refer to the fundamental contribution of quality,
inclusive education at all levels and the importance of lifelong learning opportunities for all, etc.) [6].

Disability is not just a health problem; it is a complex phenomenon, and overcoming these problems requires interventions to remove environmental and social barriers. One way to promote the equal presence of persons with disabilities in the transport, communications and information society through the development of information and communication technologies (ICT), development and promotion of technologies, is through the digital divide [7-9].

Virtual reality (VR) is one of the most widely used technologies in this field [10]. Due to the progress of information technology and the reduction of cost in the past ten years, the application of virtual reality (VR) in the field of health care has been increasing [11].

In recent years, virtual reality (VR) technologies have begun to be used as an assessment and an intervention tool in rehabilitation. Due to the increased ability of people with disabilities the life expectancy of people with disabilities has increased significantly over the last century, but yet the life expectancy of these people is lower than the life expectancy of other people in society [12]. Therefore, they need more health and social support than other people in the community to enjoy a more comfortable life [13].

Virtual reality (VR) has recently emerged as a potentially effective way to provide public and special health care services in different communities [14]. The use of information and communication technologies is one of the best ways to involve them in all cultural, social, political and economic affairs. In other words, ICT is the most effective way to empower people with disabilities to learn more about this source text and the complementary translated information needed by other sectors of the information society. They can bridge the information and digital divide between healthy people and people with disabilities and contribute to social justice [15, 16]. One of the most widely used technologies in this field is virtual reality (VR) [17-20]. Which is effective with auxiliary applications to use the largest number of human senses (sight, touch, hearing) [21-23].

This technology is a virtual world parallel to the real world in beneficial interaction with each other to help with medical education, help improve mental disorders, rehabilitate strokes, multiple sclerosis (MS), trauma, make autistic patients independent, treat fear (fear of heights, fear of disaster), illustrates for surgery, creates medical simulations, uses other VR applications in teaching medical surgeries such as eye surgery, orthopedics, laparoscopy, uses in the treatment of physiological diseases, helps with analgesic and anxiety techniques, and helps with nursing care [24-30].

In many cases, virtual reality has been helpful in increasing the rehabilitation of people with disabilities. For example, one of the applications of virtual reality in helping the disabled is to create a graphical simulation environment to solve Disability has been a disability and has made the person use the acquired skills to ease the effect of reducing disability restrictions in personal life [31]. Many programs have been created to help increase the ability of people with disabilities, including cognitive assessment, physical assessment, training, driving, shopping, cross-street without fear, clear hearing, experience of many senses without engaging with the real environment. High-risk (mountaineering, etc.) help these people [32].

In fact, virtual reality is the basic skills that healthy people normally have (sitting, walking, listening to driving, mountaineering...), and in Everyday life plays a key role for them to enable people with disabilities to experience it through the use of those senses in a safe environment [33-35].

This technology in many ways, including the creation of desktop systems equipped with audio software, virtual worlds and games and Systems that create complete immersion in the virtual environment manage the types of fears and anxieties of patients,
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disease status management, as well as computer games based on virtual reality interacting with the 3D environment, an effective solution by facilitating specific clinical exercises and Encourages people to do them in rehabilitation treatment [36-40].

In addition to the application of this technology in industry, banking and agriculture, the ultimate goal of this technology is to improve the ability of education, manage the lives of the disabled, increase their independence, and enhance their self-confidence and self-esteem. By minimizing the impact of disability on their lives, ultimately improve their quality of life. A person can enter the society through real experience in a safe environment, so as to feel valuable [41]. The purpose of this study is to review the research on the impact of virtual reality on the rehabilitation of people with physical, psychological and psychological disabilities.

2. Materials and Methods

We Search in PubMed and Scopus databases (2010-2020) using the keywords “VR”, “VR in e-health”, “VR in disability” and “VR mobile Health”. During this time, more than 180 documents were reviewed and related items were extracted according to the following criteria. First of all, from the perspective of topic relevance, the search engine found the title was checked, the research results are divided into two groups, one group is the article, the other group is the book. In the selection criteria following the topic relationship, select items that are more complete than the other items for reference. For books, the selection criteria are subject relevance and usability. After reviewing the titles, we will evaluate the articles in the next step in terms of the relationship between the abstract and the intended purpose. Documents retrieved from the search will be sent to the EndNote software and questions answered according to the criteria set (based on the time frame of the article’s publication. e.g. What disabilities can be treated using virtual reality? Has virtual reality been effective in treatment?) in the review of the title of the article for disability affecting virtual reality (mental, psychological, and physical) and the review of abstractions and results. The selected cases were thoroughly studied and finalized.

3. Review of Recent Research Work to respond to two questions

Disability often occurs both physically and mentally. One application of virtual reality technology is to help stroke victims. As a result of the stroke, people suffer from mobility problems, unable to perform everyday activities such as driving and writing. Virtual reality with IVG has been able to create 3D games and animations to create new methods of treatment and rehabilitation for these people. Studies have shown that disabled people treated with VR and IVG in hospitals gain better skills in daily activities compared to traditional therapies [42].

Studies evaluating the effect of virtual reality system design on the rehabilitation of stroke patients have shown that the use of virtual reality technology is effective in the rehabilitation of stroke patients and in reducing functional errors [43]. This technique has a significant impact on improving gait and balance in these patients [44]. In addition, studies have shown that the use of VR can improve motor function, enhance patients’ enthusiasm for community participation, and improve patients’ psychological performance [45].

This technology in order to intervene in the training of wheelchair use skills of people with disabilities in various studies shows that in most virtual reality interventions in this regard, it has had effective effects on improving wheelchair use skills by people with disabilities [46]. The effect of virtual reality in patients with cognitive problems and dementia shows that the use of virtual reality to help cognitive problems and people with dementia has been effective [47]. In cases of amputation and when a person is
waiting to receive a hand or foot prosthesis, practicing with virtual reality before receiving an artificial limb helps the patient to be motivated and to prevent muscle wasting and reduced mobility [48]. Expressed in MS patients with driving problems and accidents of these people and the use of simulation of VR technology (VR) in reducing accidents and traffic violations, the results show that comprehensive assessments of driving, before a serious traffic accident or accident using It is effective in reducing the amount of injuries from the driving simulator [49].

VR by improving the response to individual needs, training, and promote life skills (fearless bystreet, shopping, meet the demand of education, virtual wheelchair training [50, 51], orthopaedics disease (children) skills, to improve the disabled children life skills, etc.) and tips on how to use sound and touch, for blind children and motivation), social participation (simulated streets, cars and pedestrians virtual driving, learn to take public transportation), by minimizing the effects of disability in life to improve the quality of life, create the safe motion perception environment, through the development of behavior problem children’s social skills, improve social relations [52]. The results of VR in the treatment of mental disorders and anxiety disorders show that VR is an effective treatment that, according to existing treatment methods, has a lasting effect and can be extended to the real world [53, 54]. VR can also improve the accuracy of functional diagnosis and improve the improvement and efficacy of schizophrenia in neurological and social evaluations of these patients.

Using VR environment to analyze psychological association and predict psychological symptoms can improve the understanding of this disease and provide more effective treatment methods [55-57]. In order to promote the provision of medical services to patients and make them aware of the results of surgery, this undoubtedly brings pressure to patients, which is worrisome. The use of VR platform on smart phones can reduce this anxiety and provide guidance for use. Drugs and methods. Postoperative therapy is very cumbersome and forgetful for patients to listen to the suggestions of nurses and doctors on smart phones, which may be helpful [57, 58]. In order to alleviate the pain and anxiety of patients, virtual reality is used in mobile healthcare applications, because in addition to making patients addicted to VR programs to distract their attention, the National Institutes of health no longer accepts the use of morphine. Victims using bandages and dressings (as non drug analgesics) [59, 60].

4. Discussion

Although a number of researchers believe that most studies on VR require a full understanding of the effects on patients’ brains, a large number of studies have shown that it is beneficial and has positive effects on the treatment and rehabilitation of people with disabilities.

A study by J. H. Crosbie and colleagues in 2009 on the impact of virtual reality on stroke rehabilitation suggests that VR is a potentially exciting and safe tool for stroke rehabilitation, but design documentation and the possibility of definitively assessing its value are limited. Thus, while the findings of this study are generally positive, the level of evidence in terms of research quality is still poor to moderate. Further study in the form of carefully controlled studies will ensure that the positive impact of virtual reality is seen. People with learning disabilities such as autism can use VR to enhance learning, self-confidence, job skills, community independence, and personal work.

V. Bernard Opitz [61-64] in his study stated that children with autism are more interested in computer systems than toys and can interact better. In addition, using simulation, a real experience in the virtual world uses VR to help more people with epilepsy and other conditions such as Alzheimer's have a better and more comfortable life. For people with certain visual impairments [65-67], including Stargart’s disease (reduced vision of central vision), It is possible to see
images more clearly using VR. The use of virtual reality in helping people with mental disabilities has been shown to have many characteristics that, as an intervention and an assessment, can rehabilitate them [68].

This is done by creating a safe environment to gain experience and skills in the field, which may pose many real-world risks to them. The virtual world can be manipulated in a way that the real world cannot and can convey concepts without the use of language or other symbolic systems. Improving independent living skills, strengthening cognitive function and improving social skills are the results of using virtual technology. This technology needs training, but it is still not possible to create VR in real time with very realistic images. If people with disabilities find VR products unrealistic, unresponsive, or frustrating to use, the benefits of VR over traditional therapies are lost [69].

Moreover, any useful technology must be usable. If people with disabilities are not able to use the new VR technology in their homes and in the rehabilitation centers where they live, they will not be able to receive benefits. While VR offers a lower cost advantage than many real-world simulators, the new technology remains a challenge (technology, acceptance, and cost). With the development of new products, VR systems are becoming more and more cost-effective.

However, maintaining a virtual reality system can be very expensive. Joint distribution of online products and prototypes could close the gap between research and application in one day. There are some problems with the use of HMDS, including low resolution, limited vision, and a tendency to limit movement due to size, weight, and accessories. However, with the expansion of the scope of research based on virtual reality, its shortcomings have been reduced, improving the work efficiency for the disabled.

5. Conclusions

Virtual reality as a new technology in addition to being useful in educational fields can help people with disabilities. The main recognized benefits of VR for people with disabilities are that they can safely engage in an activity they were previously unable to do in a safe simulated environment free of the constraints that result from their disability. (At least experience the feeling of doing it in a virtual environment with a real sense of excitement). However, a number of studies have discussed current technological limitations and ethical concerns about disability.
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